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SAS Secures “3 Diamonds” Launch Date for Q2 2017

Highlights
•

Major value creation milestone achieved by Sky & Space Global - “3 Diamonds” nanosatellite launch contract executed with leading European launch broker, Innovation Space
Logistics BV (ISL)

•

Launch reservation secured on board a PSLV launcher for Q2 2017

•

SAS satisfies stringent criteria to secure launch slot for the “3 Diamonds”, further confirming
the Company’s strong aerospace credentials

•

Launch milestone is materially significant for SAS, as it will demonstrate the in-space
capability of the SAS nano-satellite communication platform

•

Rapid operational progress achieved to deliver a disruptive communications network
providing significantly cheaper voice, data and instant messaging services

•

SAS is fully funded well beyond the Q2 2017 launch of its “3 diamonds” pilot network

Sky and Space Global Ltd (ASX: SAS, “Sky and Space Global” or the “Company”) is pleased to
advise it has secured its key launch contract with leading European launch broker, Innovation
Space Logistics BV (“ISL”).
The launch of SAS’s “3 Diamonds” nano-satellites is now contracted through ISL for a launch on
board an Indian Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) scheduled for Q2 2017. Images from the
Indian launch operator of the PSLV are shown in this announcement.
The Indian PSLV is a highly reliable launcher. It has undertaken many successful deployments
over many decades, and has been in service without an operational failure for nearly 20 years.
ISL is the launch brokering services subsidiary of leading European space solutions company
Innovative Solutions In Space. Along with launch brokering services, ISL provides technical
consultancy and ground integration support services to a range of international customers.
The executed contract with ISL secures a launch reservation and associated launch services for
Sky and Space Global’s three nano-satellites that will form a pilot constellation and initial
communications network. Once launched on the PSLV in Q2 2017, the network will provide a
significantly cheaper platform for voice, data and instant messaging services.
Working with ISL, the Company will finalise the remaining terms of the launch, including a
confirmed launch date under an Arrangement of Launch Agreement, which will be announced
in due course.
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Figure 1: Hoisting of PSLV-C32 Second stage during vehicle integration. Source: ISRO Website

Sky and Space Global remains on track to complete the construction of the three nano-satellites
(through its construction contract with leading European nano-satellites contractor GomSpace)
for delivery and Launch Readiness Review (LRR), in readiness for the Q2 2017 launch.
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Figure 2: Panoramic view of fully integrated PSLV-c31 with IRNSS-1E at Second Launch Pad.
Source: ISRO Website

Sky and Space Global’s CEO Mr. Meir Moalem said:
“The launch contract marks a major value creation milestone for Sky and Space Global,
securing the launch of its initial communications network. The Company has already
commercialised this initial network through its agreement to provide all communications
bandwidth to leading pan-African communications company, Sat-Space Africa Ltd as
announced in March 2016.
“We look forward to updating shareholders as we continue to deliver rapid operational progress
and new commercial agreements.”

Figure 3: PSLV C31 Take off. Source: ISRO Website
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About Sky and Space Global Ltd
World Experts and Highly Disruptive Business Plan

Sky and Space Global Ltd owns 100% of Sky and Space Global (UK) Limited, a UK incorporated
company with European and Israeli centres of Aerospace, Satellite and Software Industry
Experts, plans to deploy nano-satellites constellations in orbit to provide global communication
infrastructure and services to the telecommunications and international transport industries.
The Company is now funded beyond the Q2 2017 launch of its “3 diamonds” pilot network on
the Indian PSLV, following the completion of the Company’s recent oversubscribed $4.5 million
capital raise.
The core Sky and Space Global business is to construct a communications infrastructure based
on nano-satellite technology and develop the highly complex and sophisticated software
systems that will deploy, maintain orbit control and handle communication code between each
of the nano-satellites to give a global coverage.
Sky and Space Global aims to provide low cost, nano-satellite communication coverage on an
anywhere to everywhere base with relatively low maintenance costs. Due to the experience
and expertise of the founders in the aerospace industry, the business will be able to develop
with inherent upgrading capabilities within short intervals, utilising their unique IP-nanosat
software protocols.
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